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Abstract. The normative conceptualization of mathematical literacy comprises a mathematizing side (addressing the
ability to use mathematical concepts for structuring phenomena in the social and natural world) as well as a reflective
side (addressing the ability to reflect and evaluate the role mathematics plays in the society). But whereas decades of
research contributed to thoroughly specifying the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy in theoretical as well as
in empirical terms, the reflective side remains empirically underdeveloped. In light of the existing empirical gap of the
reflective side of mathematical literacy, the article presents results of a design research study to establish reflective
learning situations and to empirically describe students’ reflective learning processes. For this, the construct of reflective
concepts is introduced. A reflective teaching-learning arrangement for the exemplary topic of statistical measures is
designed, and seventh graders’ reflection processes in design experiments are investigated. Central outcomes are empirically refined reflective concepts that can serve as starting points for designing reflective learning trajectories, as well
as the insight that their consolidation will require further learning opportunities.
Keywords: mathematical literacy; reflection; learning processes; design research; statistical measures

Reflexionskonzepte von Lernenden beim Reflektieren statistischer Maße – eine
Entwicklungsforschungsstudie
Abstract. Normative Konzeptualisierungen von mathematical literacy umfassen eine Mathematisierungsseite (bezogen
auf den Nutzen mathematischer Konzepte um Phänomene der sozialen und natürlichen Welt zu ordnen) und eine Reflexionsseite (bezogen auf die Fähigkeit, die Rolle von Mathematik in Welt und Gesellschaft zu reflektieren und zu
bewerten). Während aber jahrzehntelange mathematikdidaktische Forschung zu einer gründlichen Spezifizierung der
Mathematisierungsseite beigetragen hat, sowohl auf theoretischer als auch auf empirischer Ebene, bleibt die Reflexionsseite empirisch unterbelichtet. Bezogen auf die empirische Lücke der Reflexionsseite der mathematical literacy stellt
dieser Artikel Ergebnisse eines Entwicklungsforschungsprojekts vor, welches auf die Erzeugung reflektiver Lernsituationen und auf die empirische Beschreibung der reflektiven Lernprozesse von Lernenden abzielt. Dafür wird das Konstrukt der Reflexionskonzepte eingeführt. Das Design eines reflektiven Lehr-Lern-Arrangements für den exemplarischen Lerngegenstand der statistischen Maße wird vorgestellt, und die Reflexionsprozesse von Lernenden einer 7.
Klasse werden untersucht. Als zentrale Ergebnisse werden empirisch verfeinerte Reflexionskonzepte herausgearbeitet,
welche Startpunkte für eine weitere Spezifizierung reflektiver Lernpfade bieten können. Gleichzeitig wird auch herausgestellt, inwiefern eine Konsolidierung dieser Reflexionskonzepte noch weitere Lerngelegenheiten benötigt.
Schlagwörter: mathematical literacy; mathematische Allgemeinbildung; Reflexion; Lernprozesse; Entwicklungsforschung; statistische Maße

This article is dedicated to Rudolf Wille (1937-2017), the great philosopher of mathematics and promotor of reflection about mathematics, who inspired the work of the authors.
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Introduction

According to a consensus between the OECD countries, mathematics education should aim at mathematical
literacy, which was defined in the OECD PISA framework as follows:
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“mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and understand the role that mathematics plays in the
world, to make well-founded mathematical judgements and to engage in mathematics, in ways that meet the needs of
that individual’s current and future life as a constructive, concerned and reflected citizen” (OECD, 1999, p. 41).

Although this general definition is (in principle) widely accepted (cf. Jablonka & Niss, 2014), its manifold
interpretations and operationalizations are discussed controversially and encompass at least two sides: Most
mathematics educators focus on functional aspects, i.e. on applying mathematical concepts and tools for
structuring and solving real-life problems in the tradition of Freudenthal’s (1983) didactical phenomenology.
Here, these aspects are subsumed as the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy. In contrast, other conceptualizations put more emphasis on the reflective side of mathematical literacy, i.e. “… understanding the
role that mathematics plays in the world” through reflection of that role (e.g. Jablonka, 2003; Fischer, 2001).
For the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy, mathematics education research studies have developed profound design principles and theories (e.g. the approach of Realistic Mathematics Education, van den
Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2001; or the Theory of Didactical Situations, Brousseau, 2002). In comparison, the reflective side of mathematical literacy appears empirically underdeveloped. Whereas many theoretical contributions relate to the position that reflecting on the role of mathematics requires knowledge different from
that required to apply mathematics (Skovsmose, 1994; Fischer, 2013). Only few approaches have empirically
investigated how to develop such reflective knowledge (e.g. Skovsmose, 1998; Kröpfl, 2007; Chovanetz &
Schneider, 2008).
In this paper, we refer to this discrepancy between the two sides of mathematical literacy as the empirical
gap on the reflective side. For closing this empirical gap, we transfer a research framework from the mathematizing side to the reflective side which builds upon the theoretical construct of reflective concepts and an
associated epistemology of reflective learning processes (Section 2). As a way to further elaborate the construct of reflective concepts, we specify some possible reflective concepts related to statistical measures
(Section 3). Furthermore, we argue that closing the empirical gap requires a methodological framework such
as Design Research (Section 4). The theoretical considerations are then complemented by empirical insights
into students’ reflective concepts (Section 5). We conclude this paper with a discussion of results and a
further outlook (Section 6).
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The empirical gap of the reflective side of mathematical literacy

There can be little question that the ability to critically reflect on mathematics is an important goal of mathematics education. Many calls have been made for such reflection to be incorporated into mathematics classrooms. And many researchers have provided theoretical work on general aspects of reflection on mathematics
(e.g. Wille, 1995; Fischer, 2013), as well as on topic-specific specifications (e.g. for statistics Kröpfl,
Peschek, & Schneider, 2000; Lengnink & Peschek, 2001; Gal, 2002).
It is therefore surprising that empirical research on this crucial part of mathematical literacy seems to have
fallen behind. The large body of theoretical work on normative foundations is only complemented by a small
body of empirical work. For a small list of examples, Skovsmose (1998) provides a general framework on
possible reflective approaches for classrooms; Chovanetz & Schneider (2008) illustrate a possible teachinglearning arrangement for reflecting on mean and median; Kröpfl (2007) sketches a possible course on reflection and makes some notes on implementing it; Gutstein (2006) provides teaching-learning arrangements and
an impressive, but coarse-grained account on his reflection-oriented mathematics classrooms as a teacher.
Although this list is not complete, it can nevertheless illustrate the empirical gap of research on the reflective
side of mathematical literacy: the teacher-focused research has shown what is possible in the instructional
approaches, but the student-focused question how students learn to reflect remains underdeveloped. For
closing this gap, detailed empirical accounts of students’ processes of reflection are necessary.
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Such an account, however, first needs a theoretical language in which it can be formulated. To develop such
a language, a close observation of research on the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy can inform
the search for useful theoretical constructs.
2.1 Describing learning processes on the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy
2.1.1 Levels of specification
Most mathematics education researchers working empirically on mathematical literacy have focused on the
mathematizing side of mathematical literacy. Over the decades of research, the mathematizing side has become well-specified: from wide-reaching normative general learning aims to the design of specific focused
teaching-learning arrangements and their empirical investigation, literature documents many approaches on
different levels of specification. The model of the levels on specification (Fig. 1) is introduced here to provide
a brief sketch of how empirical research into learning processes on the mathematizing side of mathematical
literacy contributes to striving for the ambitious aims of mathematical literacy.

Fig. 1 Exemplary illustration of the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy on all levels of specification for the content of statistics

On the level of (general) learning aims, mathematics education researchers are concerned with the grand
picture of mathematics education, focusing on the question of why to learn mathematics at all. One position
which was influential to German mathematics education research was formulated by Winter (1996) by outlining three ‘fundamental experiences’ students should have in order for them to become mathematically
literate: they should experience that mathematics is a useful tool for real-world applications and for structuring phenomena, that mathematical structures and their axiomatic deductive theoretical foundation are a human cultural achievement, and that mathematics can train problem-solving capacities as a school of thought.
On a lower level of specification, other researchers are concerned with providing topic-specific explications
of which (specific) learning goals are to be reached in pursuit of the (general) learning aims. For the topic of
statistics, Burrill and Biehler (2011) give a list of seven ‘fundamental ideas’ such as the concepts of distribution and sampling in order to characterize what learners need to learn to be able to structure phenomena
statistically. Specific learning goals and general learning aims thus form a dialectic relationship: learning
goals realize the learning aims, as they outline a way towards the learning aims. In turn, the learning aims
justify a focus of mathematics education on the learning goals.
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Whereas research that specifies the upper two levels of specification can be mostly theoretical, research on
the lower two levels of specification also requires empirical approaches. Research on the level of learning
situations focuses on the question of which situations can enable students to develop the concepts specified
on the level of specific learning goals. A famous example is the work of Freudenthal (1983), who specifies
the phenomenological roots of mathematical concepts with respect to students’ thinking. For statistics, Bakker and Gravemeijer (2004) describe how the concepts of shape and distribution can emerge out of learners’
activity of comparing different groups of data. Learners can reinvent these concepts by encountering such
situations under the guidance of a teacher who facilitates, but does not pre-empt, their activities of mathematizing. This idea of ‘guided reinvention’ (Freudenthal, 1991) has been thoroughly elaborated on by the Realistic Mathematics Education approach (e.g. Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999; and Bakker & Gravemeijer,
2004 and Prediger & Schnell, 2014 for stochastics). Again, a dialectical relationship between levels of specification can be observed: the learning situation of comparing groups is justified, because it realizes the concept of distribution (Bakker & Gravemeijer, 2004).
At the most concrete level, the design of teaching-learning arrangements is required. Teaching-learning arrangements comprise design elements that provide the concrete tasks, problems, or settings as well as didactical materials and activity structures that together establish learning situations for concrete classrooms and
learners. For example, Prediger & Schnell (2014) outline a teaching-learning arrangement designed to initiate
learning situations of predicting random outcomes in order to develop the concept of the law of large numbers. Bakker & Gravemeijer (2004) use the design element of a context of battery life in order to realize
learning situations of comparing groups for developing the concept of distribution. Sill (2016) illustrates how
different didactical materials can be used to induce different conceptions of the mean. Büscher (2018) uses
design elements of temperature and climate contexts, scaffolding materials for the students, as well as focused
teacher prompts in a teaching-learning arrangement in order to establish learning situations of ensuring communication to develop the concept of measure.
The model of levels of specification can thus be used to illustrate some kinds research on the mathematizing
side of mathematical literacy: most important here, empirical research on learning processes on the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy is concerned with the question which teaching-learning arrangements
can be used to realize learning situations, how this leads to the realization of specific learning goals in students’ learning processes, and how this in turn can lead to the realization of general learning aims.
2.1.2 Epistemological frameworks for describing learning processes
The interconnectedness of the levels of specification becomes fruitful for researching learning processes
when paired with an epistemological framework that can describe the shifts between the levels. Again, research on the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy draws on a variety of different epistemological
background theories. To illustrate their role, this study continues by illustrating one example of such a background theory.
A main assumption of the model of the levels of specification outlined above is that concepts can emerge
from activity in learning situations, as envisioned for the mathematizing side by Freudenthal (1983). This
assumption can be grounded epistemologically in the learning-theoretical framework of Vergnaud (1996).
Vergnaud aims to “provide, with a few concepts and a few principles, a fruitful and comprehensive framework for studying complex cognitive competences and activities and their development through experience
and learning“ (Vergnaud, 1996, p. 219). His key assumption concerns the role of concepts for cognition:
“cognition is first of all conceptualization, and conceptualization is specific to the domain of phenomena to
be dealt with” (ibid., p. 224). Thus, concepts govern the way individuals perceive the world around them,
and the goal of learning is to develop new concepts.
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Vergnaud’s most important principle is that students’ thinking is initially bound to concrete situations and
sometimes is only implicit in their actions. For accommodating this fact, Vergnaud introduces two theoretical
constructs governing humans’ actions: concepts-in-action and theorems-in-action. Concepts-in-action are
“categories (objects, properties, relationships, transformations, processes etc.) that enable the subject to cut
the real world into distinct elements and aspects, and pick up the most adequate selection of information
according to the situation and scheme involved” (Vergnaud, 1996, p. 225). They comprise well-established
and intended concepts such as fractions, but also individual concepts. Vergnaud’s approach also allows to
extrapolate a theorem-in-action underlying learners’ actions, which is the individual “proposition that is held
to be true by the individual subject for a certain range of situation variables” (Vergnaud, 1996, p. 225). Theorems-in-action draw on concepts-in-action in shaping the perceived view on the situation.
Concept development then consists in constructing conceptual networks between different concepts- and
theorems-in-actions and situations in which they are used. Thus, Vergnaud provides a theory that establishes
the link between learning situations and the concepts which are specified as learning goals. It has been fruitfully used for describing learning processes in various qualitative research on the mathematizing side of
mathematical literacy (e.g. Glade & Prediger, 2017; Zindel, 2019).
2.2 Reflection as a conceptual activity
So far, the preceding sections have illustrated how epistemological background theories reveal a foundation
for connecting different levels of specification by providing a language for describing learning processes on
the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy. Because learning goals are formulated in terms on concepts,
empirical research can identify pre-concepts in learning situations, which are realized through teaching-learning arrangements. The introduced constructs can now provide a further conceptualization of the apparent
empirical gap of the reflective side of mathematical literacy: research has resulted in well-specified general
learning aims as well as in some elements of teaching-learning arrangements. These different levels of specification still need to be linked by a suitable background theory and research framework based on an epistemological framework of reflection, so that learning processes that reach from students’ interactions with
teaching-learning arrangements towards the general learning aims of reflection can be described.
This is why this study proposes such a framework based on the model of levels of specification and
Vergnaud’s (1996) epistemological theory. If reflection is treated, like mathematizing, as a conceptual activity, the theoretical language of the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy can be adopted. Learners’
actions of mathematizing are central to Vergnaud’s theory, and they are shaped by learners’ concepts. There
is no reason to proceed otherwise regarding the reflective side of mathematical literacy. Reflection, treated
as a cognitive action, should also be shaped by learners’ concepts. The concepts used in reflection then are
distinct from the concepts used in mathematizing. They are reflective concepts, not mathematizing concepts.
Vergnaud develops his theory in order to explain how the concepts needed for mathematizing specific
situations can be developed through learners’ activities. For reflective concepts we assume the analogue
mechanism: reflective concepts can also be developed through activity in specific learning situations. These
reflective learning situations, however, can differ from the mathematizing learning situations, as there are
different kinds of concepts to be learned from different learning situations.
Another important part for describing concept development is that concepts-in-action can correspond to
the general concepts of the discipline of mathematics, but can also be of individual, situative nature. In fact,
during learning processes of students, one can expect the majority of concepts-in-action to be situative concepts-in-action. For mathematizing concepts, this constitutes a well-known fact: learners might not focus on
the general mathematizing concepts-in-action center or spread to characterize a distribution, but on the situative mathematizing concept-in-action typical (e.g. Konold et al., 2002; Büscher, 2018). As before, we assume the same structure for reflective concepts-in-action. Although on the level of specifying reflective goals,
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the reflective concepts should be of a general nature, learners will likely make use of situative reflective
concepts-in-action first.
This section has introduced and justified the central theoretical constructs of this study. The epistemological considerations presented above can provide a language for describing learners’ processes of reflection
and their development of reflective concepts. So far, however, the elements on the different levels of specification for the reflective side of mathematical literacy have remained only implicit, and the constructs of
reflective concepts, learning situations, and teaching-learning arrangements has remained strictly theoretical
in nature. The following section will provide a first attempt at providing specification by identifying possible
reflective concepts and learning situations. The learning content of statistical measures is chosen as an orienting content, as the topic of statistics is relatively well-elaborated in regards to reflective learning aims and
goals.

3

Specifying the reflective side of mathematical literacy

The previous section has introduced the model of levels of specification to illustrate the interconnectedness
between research on these levels through its epistemological background. In this section, we aim to show
that existing research on the reflective side of mathematical literacy can also be assigned to different levels
of specification. This will serve to outline the already sketched empirical gap of reflection: Although substantial theoretical conceptualizations of reflection do exist (e.g. Wille, 1995; Jablonka, 2003; Fischer, 2001;
and Skovsmose, 1998), their quite general nature still leave a gap regarding the lower levels of empirical
specification with respect to students’ learning.
In this section, we thus provide a tentative specification of the reflective side of mathematical literacy.
The aim of this specification, however, is not to provide a complete account of all that is to be learned regarding reflection. Instead, the main aim is to transfer the structure of levels to the reflective side of mathematical literacy.
3.1 General reflective learning aims: evaluating expertise
General aims on the reflective side of mathematical literacy concern the role of mathematics for society and
world (Wille, 1995; Skovsmose, 2012; Fischer, 2001). Skovsmose (2012) adds a critical element to mathematics education by emphasizing that social reality can be invisibly determined by mathematics, and that one
needs to learn mathematics as an act of emancipation. Similarly, Fischer (2001) suggests conceptualizing
mathematical general education mainly by the capability to communicate with mathematical experts and to
critically evaluate their results. In his view, citizens do not need to become experts themselves, if they are
able to request experts’ advice; they need, however, to be able to evaluate this advice:
“One generally can rely on the technical correctness of the expertise, that it is up to date, and that there exists a working mutual
control of the experts in a field. In questions regarding the importance, i.e. the held personal meaning of an expert judgement, how
it is evaluated, one is reliant on one’s own judgement” (Fischer, 2001, p. 152, own translation).

Experts can be all who professionally apply mathematics, e.g. an engineer or psychologist using statistics.
General education in high school, however, aims at educating enlightened laymen, not future experts. Fischer
(2013) argues that for mathematics education, the activities of mathematizing should loose relevance compared to communicative and evaluative demands. He distinguishes the profile of experts and educated layman
by identifying three areas of competence: (1) Basic knowledge and basic skills (terms, concepts, forms of
representation), (2) Operative abilities (solving problems, producing proofs, in general: generating new
knowledge) and (3) Reflective knowledge (on possibilities, limits and the meanings of terms, concepts and
methods).
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In Fischer’s approach, experts have to be competent in all three areas (with a priority on (1) and (2)),
whereas mathematical literacy for the layman must mainly contain basic knowledge and reflective abilities,
because basic knowledge “is a prerequisite for communicating with experts“, and reflection „is necessary for
judging their expertise“ (Fischer, 2001, p. 154 translated by Peschek & Schneider, 2001). This approach
provides a first specification of general learning aims for the reflective side of mathematical literacy: students
should become able to evaluate expertise produced by others.
Thus, our approach to mathematical literacy resonates with what Jablonka (2003) calls ‘mathematical
literacy for evaluating mathematics’. Even without considering mathematics as a “problematic technology
that colonizes the lifeworld” (Jablonka, 2003, p. 89), it is crucial to reflect on the omnipresent use of mathematical arguments as a substitute for political or social arguments (e.g. using only measures and indices for
decision-making without acknowledging cultural or political knowledge). In our society, such arguments are
commonly made by experts. Laypersons need to be able to reflect on such arguments, to point out the advantages as well as shortcomings of such mathematical arguments, and to be able to explicate such criticism
in order to emancipate themselves from experts using mathematics.
3.2 Specific reflective learning goals: reflective concepts
The necessity of reflection is well acknowledged and mentioned in many syllabuses (e.g. MSWF, 2007), and
a variety of possible reflective concepts can be identified in mathematics education research. For the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy, specifications on levels below the level of general learning aims are
topic-specific. This suggests also choosing a topic for possible reflective concepts. The topic chosen for this
design research study are statistical measures in Grade 7 (e.g., mean, percentiles, deviation for capturing
center and spread in distributions), as there is a wide consensus that statistical measures could contribute to
mathematizing and reflective aims of mathematical literacy: Statistical measures are crucial for mathematizing social and natural phenomena, and a critical reflection on their use has often been claimed as necessary
(Kröpfl, Peschek, & Schneider, 2000; Lengnink & Peschek, 2001; Gal, 2002).
A first possible source for this identification is the theoretical construct of statistical literacy (Section 3.2.1).
Discourse on statistical literacy however tends to emphasize selected reflective concepts and tends to overlook some other important reflective concepts (Section 3.2.2). Finally, some additional reflective concepts
can be identified from literature in mathematics education research, although they do not fit to the specific
learning situations focused here (Section 3.2.3).
3.2.1 Statistical literacy: correctness, bias, random error, and confounding
International research in statistics education has adapted the normative framework of mathematical literacy
with own priorities, especially by establishing the construct of statistical literacy. This construct can be seen
as a topic-specific elaboration of a part of the reflective side of mathematical literacy. Gal (2002) concentrates
his conceptualization of statistical literacy on “people’s ability to act as effective ‘data consumers’ in diverse
life contexts that for brevity are termed here reading contexts” (Gal, 2002, p. 3). He defines statistical literacy
by two interrelated components:
“(a) people's ability to interpret and critically evaluate statistical information, data-related arguments, or stochastic phenomena,
which they may encounter in diverse contexts, and when relevant
(b)

their ability to discuss or communicate their reactions to such statistical information, such as their understanding of the meaning
of the information, their opinions about the implications of this information, or their concerns regarding the acceptability of
given conclusions” (Gal, 2002, p. 2/3).

Thus, Gal provides a specification of statistical literacy mostly on the level of general learning aims (analogically to Fig. 1). Gal also proposes some ‘worry questions’ as a sketch of possible critical knowledge on the
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level of specific learning goals. This level, and the lower levels of specification, still require further elaboration. One approach could be found through the study of Watson and Moritz (2000), who provide a threetiered framework for more closely assessing students’ statistical literacy:
“Tier 1: A basic understanding of statistical terminology.
Tier 2: An understanding of statistical language and concepts when they are embedded in the context of wider social discussion.
Tier 3: A questioning attitude one can assume when applying concepts to contradict claims made without proper statistical foundation” (Watson & Moritz, 2000, p. 111)

This framework is expanded by Callingham and Watson (2017) by distinguishing between six levels of statistical literacy, from the lowest ‘idiosyncratic’ level related to tautological use of terminology and only basic
mathematical skills up to the highest ‘critical mathematical’ level of understanding uncertainty and interpreting subtle aspects of language. This model of statistical literacy provides an interesting general framework,
but specific learning goals that serve as the basis for instruction, i.e. reflective concepts, still need to be
identified. One possible reflective concept still can be identified based on these models: when in a situation
of advocating or rejecting measures, one needs to be able to assess whether the measures were used with
“proper statistical foundation” (Watson & Moritz, 2000, p.111). Thus, one needs to draw on the reflective
concept of formal correctness to judge whether any statistically required information are missing or any
procedure was carried out in a nonstandard or faulty way.
Although Gal’s (2002) conceptualization probably is the most influential one in statistics education research, no definition can be said to have achieved consensus so far, and efforts are made to incorporate newest
emerging trends of statistics into the specification of statistical literacy (e.g. Gould, 2017). Such broadening
of the content of statistical literacy prompts Wild (2017) to search for small, transferable ‘lessons’ as a specification of learning goals such as “data can tell lies” (ibid., p. 34) or “The big thing for small data is random
error. The big thing for big data is bias” (ibid., p. 35). Wild sums these lessons up even further: “The three
major reasons that we worry about in which data can mislead us are: bias, random error and confounding”
(ibid., p. 33, italics in original). Although Wild (2017) focuses on data instead of measures, these three reasons provide possible reflective concepts also for measures: For evaluating expertise, one needs to question
whether the given statistics are correct and whether the underlying data might be influenced by bias, random
error, or confounding.
3.2.2 Perspectivity and contextual relevance
The reflective concepts of bias, random error, and confounding seem to be closely related to the reflective
concept of correctness. All four reflective concepts aim at uncovering hidden statistical errors in the advice
given by experts, and thus refer to the mathematical correctness of given statistics. However reflective
knowledge as conceptualized by Fischer (2001) also has another dimension. Fischer assumes that advice
from experts already satisfies the criterion of correctness, because “there exists a working mutual control of
the experts in a field” (Fischer, 2001, p. 152). Although this certainly is an optimistic assumption, Fischer’s
approach emphasizes the need for reflections with perhaps different kinds of reflective concepts.
For judging whether to advocate or reject correct advice, additional reflective concepts become relevant.
For example, when faced with statistically significant differences between groups. Statistical significance
can be created in a correct and unbiased way with controlled random error. Still, it is common (reflective)
knowledge among statisticians that such a result might be reasonably rejected if it is not actually relevant.
For example, if the effect size is too low, or if ethical concerns override any decision based on the statistical
significance. This needs to be determined in the context of the problem. Thus, a person in the situation of
advocating or rejecting measures also needs to be able to draw on the reflective concept of the contextual
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relevance of the statistical expertise: the advice could be mathematically correct, but simply not important in
the context.
Another source for identification of reflective concepts are the socio-political theories of Skovsmose
(1994, 1998): mathematical models do not provide objective descriptions of reality, but exercise formatting
power. They can be used by interest groups to justify certain views on phenomena of the social world, implying objectivity where there in fact is subjectivity. By actively looking for the perspectivity of mathematical
models, at which parts of phenomena they emphasize and which they exclude, one can try to identify this
formatting power.
3.2.3 Other possible reflective concepts
The investigation into possible reflective concepts so far resulted in specifying six concepts to be taken as
possible specific reflective goals, namely the development of the reflective concepts of correctness, bias,
random error, confounding, contextual relevance, and perspectivity. The concepts were identified by focusing on a small number of select studies. Across literature in mathematics education research, many other
possible candidates could be identified. For example, Abelson (1995) structures his textbook on statistics
along the themes of rhetoric, ‘fishiness’, articulation, generality, interestingness, and credibility. Lengnink
and Peschek (2001) identify the ‘global strategies’ found in statistics of abstraction and condensing which
they also specify as goals of mathematics education. Peschek and Schneider (2001) illustrate the importance
of the principle of outsourcing for mathematics education. Schmitt (2017) provides a framework for reflective
knowledge for linear algebra, identifying the themes of algorithmizing, formalizing, analytical method, and
structural orientation as well as providing examples for possible teaching-learning arrangements for this reflective knowledge.
These concepts can also be considered reflective concepts, as they can be used in evaluating expertise:
the rhetoric used by a statistical expert can be grounds for suspicion and understanding how formalization
may have framed the answer can provide assurance as well as insights into limitations. Some of these concepts show similarities to the previously specified reflective concepts (e.g. interestingness to contextual relevance), while others do not (e.g. abstraction, outsourcing). A reason for this might be that some reflective
concepts are better suited to specific orientations (see below). Nevertheless, these concepts could be potential
candidates for specific reflective learning goals, possibly related to other learning situations which should be
investigated in future research beyond this study.
3.3 Reflective learning situations: advocating and rejecting measures
The importance of learning situations outlined by Vergnaud (1996) calls for a specification of situations in
which learners need to draw on reflective concepts in order to master these situations. A possible starting
point is the work of Skovsmose (1998, p. 200f), who has presented some exemplary projects in which students reflect on the role of mathematics in four orientations:
 mathematics-oriented reflection (e.g., Are the calculations made correctly?)
 model-oriented reflection (e.g. Is the output of the modelling process reliable?)
 context-oriented reflections (e.g. What is the political and social function of applying mathematics to a
certain situation?)
 lifeworld-oriented reflection (What is the societal benefit / my personal benefit of this mathematical concept?)
These orientations offer a valuable direction for specification of concrete topic-specific situations that elicit
reflection. It can be further fueled by Fischer’s (2001) approach to analyze the situation individuals need to
manage for evaluating an experts’ judgement. Statistical experts use measures as evidence to back certain
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technical claims. The use of these measures for these claims then needs to be evaluated by the layman seeking
advice in a model-oriented, context-oriented and lifeworld-oriented way. For example, a teacher might ask a
statistical expert (such as a computer) whether the scores of Test A are better than those of Test B. A possible
answer could be “the mean score of Test A is significantly higher than that of Test B with p<0.05”. The
teacher must now choose to accept or to reject the advice, without caring for a mathematics-oriented reflection which is in responsibility of the expert. For accepting or rejecting the advice, some justification is
needed: for literate individuals, acceptance cannot mean blind acceptance and rejection cannot mean blind
rejection. The use of the mean can be accepted because of its usefulness for comparisons, or it can be rejected
for its exclusion of the spread of data. In case of the teacher, the mean might not reveal possibly unfairness
in the test that results in a bimodal distribution of results.
However, measures do not need to be accepted or rejected solely based on model-oriented reflection.
Accepting a particular measure often has profound impact on the context. For example, some politicians
might be inclined to use the mean income of citizens over the median income, because it might be biased
towards a small group of high-income citizens. This paints a better picture of the politician’s work, making
this a lifeworld-oriented reflection on part of the politician. A third party might reject the use of the mean
because of the context-oriented reflection that low-income citizens might become marginalized.
This leads us to identifying the situations of advocating measures and rejecting measures as learning
situations for reflection. These learning situations can comprise many different kinds of non-mathematicsoriented reflections. The fact that measures provide perspectives that might not be contextually relevant is
the reason why they might provide an inappropriate model (model-oriented reflection), why their use can
have an unwanted or targeted impact on the context (context-oriented reflection), and why they might be
used for a personal gain (lifeworld-oriented reflection). In both learning situations, justifications for advocating and rejecting are needed. For this, individuals need to have access to reflective concepts. Reflective
concepts are needed to manage situations of advocating or rejecting measures, and these situations provide
the learning situations for developing corresponding reflective concepts.
3.4 Specification of teaching-learning arrangements: relevant problems
In line with the empirical gap, research has only provided glimpses into the effects of design principles and
teaching-learning arrangements on students’ learning, whereas most practical and empirical projects focused
on teachers’ practices. Skovsmose (1994) reports on classroom projects to initiate reflection. Chovanetz and
Schneider (2008) illustrate a teaching-learning arrangement that can possibly support the development of
reflective concepts. Lengnink (2010) proposes to explicitly address the differences between mathematical
and natural understandings of phenomena. One of the most detailed reports of students’ reflection processes
in classrooms is probably given by Gutstein (2006), who emphasizes the importance of using ‘real-world
projects’: projects, in which the phenomenon to be mathematized, and the way how it is mathematized, has
direct implications for society and students’ communities. Through his field notes, Gutstein illustrates how
real-world projects such as investigating the mathematics behind racial profiling can develop students’ critical mathematical literacy. This shows how there are promising possibilities, but thorough research on students’ processes is needed to empirically show the effects of such design principles and teaching-learning
arrangements.
3.5 Empirical research questions
So far, we have argued that:
1. There exists an empirical gap regarding students’ thinking on the reflective side of mathematical literacy.
2. Closing the empirical gap requires an epistemological framework for describing processes of learning to
reflect.
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3. The constructs of reflective concepts and reflective learning situations can provide a language for describing such processes.
4. The learning situations and reflective concepts specified a-priori provide a starting point for empirical
research on students’ processes of learning to reflect.
The a-priori specification of the reflective side of mathematical literacy (Fig. 2), as well as the introduced
constructs, so far remain theoretical in nature. Their usefulness can only be shown by their empirical
application to students’ actual learning processes.

Fig. 2 The a-priori specified reflective side of mathematical literacy shows the tasks for empirical research

The reflective concepts identified above provide a first tentative specification of the reflective side of mathematical literacy on the level of specific learning goals. These reflective concepts can become relevant for
the reflective learning situations of advocating or rejecting measures.
In line with other researchers (e.g. Wille, 1995; Duit et al., 2012), we see the task of specifying learning
contents as requiring theoretical as well as empirical approaches through careful investigation of students’
learning processes (Hußmann & Prediger, 2016). First theoretical approaches have been presented in this
section; to provide the still missing empirical base, we pursue two empirical research questions in this article:
(RQ1) How can a teaching-learning arrangement establish the reflective learning situations in which seventh graders advocate or reject the use of statistical measures?
(RQ2) Which general and situative reflective concepts are activated by the students in such situations?

4

Methodological framework of the Design Research project

Due to the dual aim of initiating students’ reflective processes and investigating them systematically, we
chose the methodological framework of Topic-Specific Design Research.
4.1 Methodology of Topic-Specific Design Research with a focus on learning processes
Like many approaches within the methodology of design research with a focus on learning processes (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006; Prediger, Gravemeijer, & Confrey, 2015), our framework of Topic-Specific Design
Research relies on the iterative interplay between designing teaching–learning arrangements, conducting design experiments, and qualitatively analyzing the learning processes.
The four working areas of the specific approach, reflection-oriented Topic-specific Design Research are:
(1) specifying and structuring learning goals and contents (here: reflective concepts of statistical measures),
(2) developing the design (here: a teaching learning arrangement for students in Grade 7 of 3 sessions), (3)
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conducting and analyzing design experiments, and (4) developing local theories on teaching and learning
processes (Prediger & Zwetzschler, 2013).
The design outcomes of the reported project comprise a further elaboration of the specified and structured
learning content (here: reflective concepts), refined design principles, and a prototype teaching-learning arrangement. The research outcomes consist of empirical insights and contributions to local theories on learning and teaching processes of the treated topic (here: on the development of reflective concepts in reflective
learning situations).
4.2 Design experiments as the method for data collection
This study reports on the fifth cycle of a larger design research project on mathematizing and reflective goals
of statistical measures (other thematic aspects were investigated e.g. in Büscher & Schnell, 2017; Büscher,
2018). In order to uncover the reflections in students’ learning processes, this study chose the method of
conducting design experiments (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003; Gravemeijer & Cobb,
2006). Each of the three design experiment series of this cycle consisted of three sessions with three pairs of
seventh graders of about 12 years (n = 6 students), during which the students worked on tasks designed to
create mathematizing and reflective learning situations. The design experiment leader (the first author) acted
as interviewer and teacher, with a protocol allowing prompts and scaffolds only in specified moments in
order to explore the students’ thinking. Here, we focus on the second design experiment session, the task of
which is described below.
The sampling of students was based on teachers’ evaluation of performing well to average in mathematics
classroom (including statistics).
All design experiments were completely videotaped (altogether 405 minutes of video in this cycle), and
the videos of the focus students were fully transcribed, including all participants’ utterances and relevant
gestures.
4.3 The Arctic Sea Ice Problem as a core of the investigated teaching learning arrangement
This study focuses on the second session of the design experiment series, in which the students worked on
the Arctic sea ice problem. This problem put the students into the role of researchers on Arctic sea ice. The
students were given three stacked dot plots illustrating the minimal Arctic sea ice extent in each month of the
years 1982, 1992, and 2012 (Fig. 3). The students were already familiar with stacked dot plots, as the first
session revolved around distributions of Antarctic temperatures.

Fig. 3: The three ice distributions of the Arctic Sea Ice Problem
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Once a sufficient understanding of the graphical representation of stacked dot plots had been gained, the
students were given some filled-in report sheets of fictitious students (translated in Fig. 4; originals in German, handwritten, and without title). These report sheets served as the central design element. They were
introduced to the students as a way to give a short expert report on phenomena based on data. Each report
sheet consists of a measure, a sketch illustrating this measure and the data, and a summary that presents a
short situative inference on the phenomenon. The measures used however were of individual, situative nature,
so that the students could intuitively reason about the data (Büscher & Schnell, 2017, Büscher, 2018).

Fig. 4 The filled-in report sheets of the Arctic Sea Ice Problem (translated from German, originals without titles)

The students were then asked which filled-in report sheet they agree with, why, and what one should do to
create a better report sheet. Thus, the filled-in report sheets were used to create reflective learning situations:
the students had to advocate or reject the measures used in the filled-in report sheets. Since the students were
animated to explain their reasoning, the task allowed insights into the students’ reflective concepts when
advocating or rejecting measures. For example, it was anticipated that students would reject the Typical
Report Sheet not because of any concern regarding correctness, but because of low contextual relevance: the
numbers ‘7 to 16’ could be reasonably accurate for the majority of data, but for the decline of Arctic sea ice,
it is much more relevant to describe the lowest value. This could provide a reason to prefer the Distance
Report Sheet over the others. Later, the students were asked to create their own report sheet and to advocate
their own choice of measure (for a thorough description of task design see Büscher, 2018)
4.4 Qualitative methods for data analysis
The qualitative analysis of transcripts of the teaching learning processes was conducted in several steps:
Step 1. First, those sequences in the transcripts were identified in which students were engaged in advocating
or rejecting measures. The first indicator for such a reflective situation was students’ language use.
In reflective situations, students did not simply use measures, but talked about their use on a meta
level, e.g. by critically evaluating the use of measures or by providing arguments for the choice of a
particular measure. The following excerpt, taken from the analysis in Section 5, provides an illustrating example of a sequence in which the student Nesrin talks about the use of measures.
137 N […] when you look at this one [hints at Distance Report sheet], they say that it has gone back by half. And
here they say [hints at Value Report Sheet] nothing about decreasing and, or about going up, they only say
that in the end the ice was that big again.
138 R Mhm.
139 N And I think they could also have said what happened in the middle.

Step 2. Step 2 consisted of reconstructing the students’ reflective theorems-in-action. Since apart from the
few reflective concepts identified so far adequate intended reflective concepts remain unspecified
still, careful attention was paid to students’ individual use of language. In the example above,
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Nesrin’s theorems-in-action (marked by <…>) are <the Distance should be used for arguments
about Arctic sea ice> and <different measures can have different meanings>. These are reflective
theorems-in-action, since their content relates to whether one should advocate or reject the measures
of Distance or Most Important Value.
Step 3. In the third and last step, the reflective concepts encoded in the students’ theorems-in-action were
identified. For the situative reflective concepts, again careful attention was given to preserve the
students’ individual use of language. Since the construct of reflective concepts is newly established,
and the theoretical identification of possible reflective concepts in Section 3 remains tentative, the
identification of general reflective concepts in the analysis already is an act of specification. The
declaration of a concept as general reflective concept thus has two functions: (1) the proposal for that
concept to be considered a canonical general concept in an attempt to find more general concepts for
which a teaching-learning trajectory can be aiming, and (2) a bold interpretation of the situative reflective concept-in-action in an attempt to uncover pathways from situative to general thinking. In
the above example, Nesrin shows the concepts-in-action of ||what one should use|| and ||what a
measure says||, which we interpret as situative precursors to the general concepts ||CONTEXTUAL
RELEVANCE|| and ||PERSPECTIVITY|| (marked in capital letters).

5. Insights into the students’ reflection processes
The following analysis reconstructs the reflective activities of two pairs of seventh graders, Kaan & Nesrin
and Jana & Mara, while working on the Arctic Sea Ice Problem. Both pairs engage in reflective situations,
but differences can be identified regarding their emerging reflective concepts. The goal of this analysis is to
identify situative concepts as precursors to general reflective concepts. Of course, reconstructing precursors
for general concepts does not imply that students have already attained those general reflective concepts in
their abstract character; however, revealing the situative precursors which are still implicit in their actions
provides a base for a further instruction that fosters these beginning reflections. Hence, the reconstruction of
implicit reflective concepts-in-action is a first empirical step towards concept development of general reflective concepts.
5.1 The case of Kaan & Nesrin: Discovering the perspectivity of measures
In the following analysis, references to situative measures and specific report sheets are indicated by use of
capital letters (the Most Important Value is used in the Value Report Sheet). The first excerpt begins when
the students Kaan (K) and Nesrin (N) start to compare the different report sheets (cf. Fig. 4). This excerpt
serves as an illustration of the starting point in both students’ reasoning.
Sequence KN1
76 N I don't get it. Here they say [hints at Distance Report Sheet] that it decreased here, but here [Typical Report Sheet]
they say that it roughly remains the same.
77 K Maybe they didn’t measure correctly, like.
78 N Well. I think that this [Distance Report Sheet] says that it increased by, by about half. But they [Typical Report
Sheet] say that it's the same, it’s roughly the same.
79 K That’s a bit weird.

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. Nesrin points out the different perspectives held in the Typical
Report Sheet and Distance Report Sheet (“it decreased”, “it roughly remains the same”, #76). However, she
does not attribute these differences to the use of different measures (Distance and Typical). Instead, Kaan
proposes that these differences have their roots in the faulty application of the measures (“they didn’t measure
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correctly”, #77). He seems to be guided by the implicit reflective theorem-in-action <Correct use of measures
creates correct views on phenomena>.
Analysis of reflective concepts. In his theorem-in-action, Kaan draws on the reflective concept-in-action of
||correctness||. Through this situative reflective concept, he is able to articulate that if one uses the measures
in a correct way (i.e. with the correct calculation), one will arrive at the one correct view on the phenomenon,
even with different measures. This situative concept could be precursor to the general reflective concept of
||CONSISTENCY|| of measures: some measures, such as mean, median, and mode generally produce consistent results. If the results are not consistent, then the use of measures was wrong (e.g. the underlying
distribution was skewed). To Kaan in this moment, the two measures produce inconsistent results, and thus
something was used incorrectly.
In the following minutes, the students start to favor the Distance Report Sheet (see Fig. 4, transcript not
shown). The discussion then turns towards the Value Report Sheet, as the researcher (R) challenges the students to argue against it:
Sequence KN2
127 R So you'd say that this one is incomprehensible [points Value Report Sheet]. Or, would you say that it's actually
wrong what they, what they claim?
128 N I’d say I can’t understand it and it's somehow wrong, because they say that 1982 is the mos-, they claim that the most
important value is 16 and then 2012 has as most important value a 15.
129 R Um.
130 N Oh, I believe that they mean to say that 15 is the most important value, that the ice moves up to 15, 15
131 K km²
132 N Right, km² - million km² retreated again, so that it grew that much again. Like it says there. That's what I believe they
meant. That's because, you can see that, that 15 [hints at data from 2012 at approximately 15 million km²], well that
this point, the yellow one, is at 15 and I believe that is then - the month where the, uh, ice retreats and that it retreats
to 15. I believe that's what they mean here.
133 K Yes

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. This sequence shows a reflective learning situation of Nesrin rejecting the situative measure of Most Important Value. Asked to evaluate the Value Report Sheet, Nesrin
initially seems to have trouble interpreting this situative measure (she “can’t understand it”, #128). Then,
however, she finds an explanation for this measure: the creators of the Value Report Sheet “mean” (#130) to
report the point to which the sea ice “retreats to” (#132), i.e. to where it recovers again in winter. Thus, she
resolves the conflict between the summaries of the different report sheets through her implicit reflective
theorem-in-action <different measures can have a different meaning>.
Analysis of reflective concepts. Through her reflective concept-in-action of ||meaning||, Nesrin seems to be
able to see that measures only address specific aspects of phenomena, instead of whole phenomena at once.
Thus, report sheets can contradict each other, because their measures ‘mean’ different things. To reject or
advocate the use of a measure, one has to find the aspect they ‘mean’. This could be a situative first step
towards the general reflective concept of ||SPECIFICITY||. Measures create partitions of phenomena by only
addressing very specific aspects of the phenomenon.
The introduction of this new situative reflective concept proves to be a breakthrough for the girls’ reflection, as shown in the next sequence: Immediately following Sequence KN2, the students are asked to evaluate
the report sheets.
Sequence KN3
134 R Um. Now is that - how is it when they - are they right, did they do this well, or don't you agree?
135 N Well, it's okay. If you - you just need to think very carefully here [hints at Value Report Sheet], and initially you
don't get it right away, what they mean here. And, uh, this 15 is [Most Important Value in 2012] like - in the end um - they could rather - uh - say what, what happens in the other months. I believe that would be more likely, So, if
you
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136 R How do you mean?
137 N Well, um, if you'd just - here [Value Report Sheet] you have 16 and there it's 15 [Value Report Sheet] and when you
compare here [hints at Distance Report sheet], they say that it retreated by half. And in particular here [hints at
Value Report Sheet] ] they say nothing about retreating or advancing, they just say that in the end the ice was this
large.
138 R Mhm.
139 N And they should have, I believe, simply said what happened in between.

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. Regarding the phenomenon of Arctic sea ice, Nesrin now distinguishes between the ice “in the end” (#137) and “what happened in between” (#139), each represented by
different measures (seen when she contrasts the Distance Report Sheet with the Value Report Sheet, #137).
This sequence is an example of both reflective learning situations, First, Nesrin rejects the Most Important
Value, because “you just need to think very carefully here, and initially you don't get it right away, what they
mean here” (#135). This rejection can be reconstructed through the reflective theorem-in-action <the Most
Important Value is not easily understandable> (because “initially you don’t get it right away”, #135). She
also engages in advocating the use of the Distance, as <the Distance should be used instead of the Most
Important Value for arguing about Arctic sea ice> (they should rather have said what happened in between,
#139).
Analysis of reflective concepts. Nesrin frames her critique of the Most Important Value in terms of ||understandability||: the Distance is a better measure, because it is more understandable. This could be a situative
precursor to the general reflective concept of ||INTERSUBJECTIVITY||: mathematics enables objective communication about phenomena through the use of general measures. For advocating the use of the Distance,
she is able to distinguish the two measures after ||what one should say||. This could be a situative precursor
to the general reflective concept ||CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE||.
Some minutes later, Nesrin recounts her process of comprehending the report sheets and emphasizes the
impact of the reading order for her evaluation of report sheets. Asked by the researcher if another order would
have made a difference, she considers the impact of her reading order.
Sequence KN4
211 R And if you'd change the order of reading?
212 N Then it's probably a bit different, because if you'd here [hints at Typical Report Sheet], well, I did read that one first
[hints at Distance Report Sheet] and then this one [hints at Typical Report Sheet] and then I thought to myself, uh,
that doesn't work somehow when they say that it is by half [hints at Distance Report Sheet] and first this [hints at
Typical Report Sheet] and then that [hints at Distance Report Sheet], then I don't think it would be like this if you
had read that first [hints at Distance Report Sheet].
213 R Um, why? What would you have likely thought then?
214 N If I had read that only now, well [hints at Typical Report Sheet], that it remains about the same, it remains about the
same, you can actually see that [points to diagram], it's all good. Then I take a look at this [hints at Value Report
Sheet] and then that [hints at Distance Report Sheet], with it decreasing by 50%, then somehow it's already in my
head what I read first, somehow. And somehow after reading it twice, three times again, I'd get that idea that, um, it's
rather a bit weird reading that [hints at Distance Report Sheet] but I'd get it only a little later.

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. An analysis of the reflective side shows the importance of this
sequence. Nesrin describes the impact of the reading order: had she hypothetically read the Typical Report
Sheet first, she would have accepted its conclusion after checking the data (“you can actually see that”, #214).
When finally reading the Distance Report Sheet, she would have been so convinced that she needed to read
it several times to comprehend, and ultimately prefer, the Distance Report Sheet (“I'd get it only a little later”,
#214). Thus, she rejects the use of Typical and advocates the use of the Distance. In this reflective learning
situation, Nesrin is guided by different reflective theorems-in-action. She first observes that <using Typical,
the Arctic sea ice looks like it is staying the same>, whereas <using the Distance, the Arctic sea ice looks
like it is declining> (#214). This is important, because her reading order changed the way Nesrin perceived
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the phenomenon. The first report sheet influenced what “is in [her] head” (#214). Thus, she is guided by the
implicit reflective theorem-in-action <if Typical is in your head, you do not accept the Distance>.
Analysis of reflective concepts. Nesrin no longer judges the measures in terms of her previous concept-inaction of ||consistency||, but rather in terms of ||what it looks like|| when one uses a certain measure (#214).
This is an issue related to the general reflective concept ||PERSPECTIVITY||: both measures can be applied
to the data, they just provide different perspectives. She also takes a critical stance on that perspectivity: by
drawing on the situative reflective concept ||what is in your head||, she illustrated the deceiving nature that
measures can have. This could be a situative precursor to the general reflective concept of ||formatting
power||, as Typical creates a perceived objectivity where there is, in fact, a plurality of perspectives.
Throughout the four sequences, the students draw on a variety of situative reflective concepts. However,
it becomes obvious that Kaan seems to fall behind, as in the later sequences, most of the reflective work is
done by Nesrin. Focus of their discussion are the different summaries provided in the filled-in report sheets.
In the beginning, Kaan explains those differences through errors in calculation due to their concept-in-action
of ||correctness||. Later, Nesrin draws on ||what it looks like|| in order to relate the differences in the report
sheets to differences in ||PERSPECTIVITY||. In the end, her concept-in-action of ||what is in your head||
even gives first ideas of the general concept ||FORMATTING POWER|| that can be projected through
measures.
5.2 The case of Jana & Mara: judging the contextual relevance of measures
The second case shows the seventh graders Jana (J) and Mara (R), beginning in the middle of the design
experiment. The students have not yet chosen one report sheet that they fully agree with, when the researcher
asks them to evaluate the Value Report Sheet.
Sequence JM1
139 R What exactly is this one about [hints at Value Report Sheet]? You just didn't agree to the most important values.
140 J Well, because it's actually the wrong term. The highest value, that would, actually ...
141 M Well, the most important value - it really is about how much it retre... well, how much it shrunk. And not how high
the ice was, well - it's still important to know how high the ice was, but - well, how much ice there was, um, but - I
think, like, that this is not the most important value. The most important value would be, I believe, the lowest value no - that one isn't most important either. Well, I'd have written down lowest and highest values over the years. That
would have been a lot simpler.

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. In this sequence, Mara distinguishes between “how much it
shrunk” (#141) and “how high the ice was” (#141). The latter is represented by the Most Important Value,
whereas Mara holds the former to be much more “important” (#141). Thus, she rejects the measure of Most
Important Value and advocates to use both, the highest and lowest values. In this, she is guided by her reflective theorem-in-action <for arguing about Arctic sea ice, the Highest and Lowest Values are more important than the Most Important Value>.
Analysis of reflective concepts. Mara draws on the concept-in-action of ||importance|| to frame the choice
of measure. This could be a situative precursor to the general reflective concept of ||CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE||: For Arctic sea ice, it is simply more important to address the melting process, here identified as
“how much it shrunk”. (#141). Because of that, the measure of Highest and Lowest Values holds much higher
relevance, and correspondingly should be used when investigating Arctic sea ice.
The design experiment progresses, and the students create their own report sheet which heavily draws on
ideas presented in the Distance Report Sheet (Fig. 5). Afterwards, the students are asked to justify their
choices made.
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Fig. 5 Jana and Mara’s report sheet (translated from German, original handwritten by Jana and Mara)

Sequence JM2
237 M And that is somewhat similar [points to Distance Report Sheet], but it was totally difficult to detect, which is why we
have this [points to own report sheet], so that, then, that you can tell better from this and make a comparison - directly, it's bit like - you don't really notice the other numbers [points to Distance Report Sheet], but here you do
[points to own report sheet].
238 R Okay
239 M And – this here [hints at Value Report Sheet] we thought that a most important value was rather daft and left it at
lowest and highest value, there as well, uh, for 1982 and 2012, always. Yes.
240 R Um, I did understand that. Last time you gave some range. You didn't call it typical but something I don't remember
exactly. When you were talking about temperatures. I think you identified some range, like where there were lots of
dots. You omitted that just now. Why wasn't that important to you here?
241 M Um - because - because with temperature we were supposed to identify for which temperatures they should prepare
most - and here, uh, it's a bit more important to see how the ice melted and not where the most - well, when, in what
time - well - um - how much ice is there - the most.

Analysis of reflective theorems-in-action. In their report sheet, Jana and Mara use their situative measure
Highest and Lowest Values to represent “how the ice melted” (#241). In addition measures already used,
Mara refers to the phenomenon of Antarctic temperatures, which is the context of the first design experiment.
In the previous session, the students used the situative measure Typical to address a range of expected temperatures (for which one “should prepare most”, #241).
In this sequence, Mara advocates their choice of measure. Although the Distance would have achieved similar
goals, the students opted for using their own situative measure. Mara’s justification draws on the reflective
theorem-in-action <the Highest and Lowest Values can be used to better tell about how much the ice shrank>
(“you can tell better from this and make a comparison - directly”, #237). The Distance, on the other hand,
would not have sufficed: <the Distance cannot be used to easily notice how much the ice shrank> (“you
don't really notice the other numbers”, #237). When comparing the Highest and Lowest Values with Typical,
she finds that <for Antarctic temperatures, Typical is more important than the Lowest and Highest Values>,
whereas <for Arctic sea ice, the Lowest and Highest Values are more important than Typical>.
Analysis of reflective concepts. Mara again draws on the concept-in-action of ||importance|| when rejecting
the use of Typical. Additionally, she compares the Lowest and Highest Values and Distance by considering
||what you can notice|| about the Arctic sea ice when utilizing a particular measure: using the Highest and
Lowest Values, you can more easily notice the important findings on Arctic sea ice. This could be a situative
precursor to ||PERSPECTIVITY||, as the two measures provide different views on the phenomenon. It also
highlights an important purpose of measures: measures provide ||INSIGHT|| into previously unknown phenomena, generating knowledge where there was none before – a new possible general reflective concept.
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5.3 Overview and discussion of empirical results
Throughout the design experiments from which only six sequences could be shown here (more data is analyzed in Büscher, 2018), the four students engage in reflective situations and show a rich network of individual reflective concepts-in-action. Building on these individual situative concepts, several general reflective
concepts have been identified to which their initial ideas could contribute in the further course of the learning
processes. Table 1 lists these general reflective concepts, along with a description illustrating their meaning
and their corresponding situative predecessors reconstructed in the design experiments.

Situative reflective concept

General reflective concept

Description

Correctness

CONSISTENCY

Meaning

SPECIFICITY

Understandability

INTERSUBJECTIVITY

What you should say, importance

CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE

What it looks like, what you
can notice
What is in your head

PERSPECTIVITY

What you can notice

INSIGHT

Different measures that address the same aspect produce
consistent results.
Measures do not address phenomena holistically, but partition phenomena into discrete aspects that then are modelled
by measures
Measures create shared understandings of phenomena by
providing objective, shared means of description
Although measures can be applied to any phenomenon,
their usefulness depends on the phenomenon under investigation
Measures highlight some aspects of phenomena while discarding all others.
Choosing a measure is not a neutral description, but in itself
is already an act that can influence the interpretation of a
phenomenon; this can be utilized to enforce one’s interests
Measures can provide information about phenomena that
was not available before

FORMATTING POWER

Tab. 1 Situative reflective concepts identified in the analysis and general reflective concepts to which they could contribute

Although several of these general concepts have been re-identified in other transcripts of the same and of
other students (see Büscher, 2018), this list is not considered as complete or sufficient with respect to all
intended concepts. Nor are the listed concepts always easily separable and clearly distinguishable from each
other. Nevertheless, it is an important reconstruction of the reflective potential for which the teaching-learning arrangement could elicit starting points in students’ independent thinking. These concepts can serve as
target reflective concepts; we do not claim that the students observed in the design experiments actually
developed these general reflective concepts. Their reflective concepts-in-action of ||understandability||, ||importance||, ||what you can notice||, ||what it looks like||, or ||what is in your head|| however already show
how such general concepts could be developed based on the students’ individual concepts by further learning
opportunities.
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Fig. 6 Contributions to closing the empirical gap on the reflective side of mathematical literacy

Thus, this study can provide first contributions towards closing the empirical gap of the reflective side of
mathematical literacy (Fig. 6). The report sheets of the teaching-learning arrangement sketched here supported the creation of reflective learning situations of advocating and rejecting measures. In these learning
situations, the students drew on situative precursors to general reflective concepts such as perspectivity. In
this way, they made first steps towards the general learning aim of evaluating expertise.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
The starting point for this study was the parallel discussion of the mathematizing side and the reflective side
of mathematical literacy. Whereas the mathematizing side of mathematical literacy is subject to thorough
empirical research, an empirical gap for the reflective side of students’ learning processes towards mathematical literacy was identified. First, the construct of reflective concepts was introduced in analogy to the
mathematizing concepts commonly used for specifying learning goals (e.g. Burrill & Biehler, 2011). This
construct of reflective concepts was theoretically grounded using the epistemological Theory of Conceptual
Fields (Vergnaud, 1996). Under this perspective, mathematizing as well as reflecting both are activities, and
as such each are organized through use of concepts. In an a-priori specification of the reflective side of
mathematical literacy, elements on all levels of specification could be identified theoretically: On the level
of general learning aims, the aim of evaluating expertise. On the level of specific learning goals, the development of reflective concepts such as perspectivity and contextual relevance. On the level of learning situations, the situations of advocating and rejecting measures. And some possible elements on the level of teaching-learning arrangements such as using real-world projects.
However, the lower levels of specification remained underdeveloped, and the connections between the
levels through an epistemological framework of reflection required further Design Research work, which this
study aimed to provide. The empirical results of the presented parts of a Design Research study with seventh
graders then showed how reflective learning situations can be created through design of prototype teachinglearning arrangements, and how students can advocate or reject measures through use of situative precursors
to general reflective concepts. This has resulted in a list of reconstructed situative precursors to general reflective concepts (Tab. 1). In this section the major themes of this article are revisited.
Students’ situative reflective concepts. To overcome the empirical gap of the reflective side of mathematical literacy, a suitable framework for describing reflective learning processes is needed to link students’
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early attempts at reflecting mathematics to the high-level general aims of the reflective side of mathematical
literacy. Through this, their early reflections can become noticeable empirically. We introduced the constructs of situative and general reflective concepts to provide a theoretical language to describe this link.
These theoretical constructs proved empirically fruitful for describing the reflective learning processes of
two pairs of students in the study’s design experiments. Our analysis illustrated how situative reflective concepts such as what is in your head can be considered precursors to important general reflective concepts like
the formatting power of mathematics (see Skovsmose, 1994). These links between situative and general reflective concepts (Table 1), however, so far remain only a possibility and require additional empirical work.
Still, the theoretical constructs introduced here can support such a work by providing a suitable theoretical
framework.
Learning to reflect. The theoretical constructs employed in the study provided the language for a kind
of empirical ‘existence proof’ of students’ reflections in learning processes, in the sense that they allowed to
show such reflections in observed learning processes, but without any claim to completeness. They were also
used to show how the students’ situative reflections can be considered precursors to general reflective concepts that would enable important reflections on mathematics and society. A thorough investigation into this
link however remains outstanding. Additionally, they illustrated how students’ can differ in their ability to
reflect. Whereas Nesrin and Mara heavily engaged in reflection, Kaan and Jana showed little signs of such
complex reflections. This either shows that – as with mathematizing concepts – students have different prior
experiences with reflection and thus different opportunities to develop reflective concepts. Or it shows how
the designed teaching-learning arrangement was unsuitable to evoke reflection from all students. Either way,
these results sketch a possible trajectory forward for systematic research on students’ situative reflections.
Conceptualizing reflection. Reflection is a complex construct in mathematics education research, which
leads Alrø & Skovmose (2003) to classify it as an ‘explosive concept’: a construct that does not get refined
through elaboration, but instead exhibits ever more relations to other constructs, thus exploding in complexity. This article, however, provides a quite narrow conceptualization of reflection through two reflective
learning situations and related reflective concepts. This enabled a focused description of students’ processes
of learning to reflect and has illustrated possible links from students’ situative reflections towards general
reflective concepts. Still, other conceptualizations of reflection, like the orientations outlined by Skovsmose
(1998), might provide other perspectives on reflection; other reflective concepts, such as outsourcing
(Peschek & Schneider, 2001), could possibly be used in structuring other types of reflective learning situations. Thus, this article has only sketched one possible conceptualization of reflection – but one that has
proven useful in describing reflective learning processes for statistical measures.
Limitations and outlook. Although the listed reflective concepts along with the surrounding theoretical
constructs provide a contribution to the empirical foundation for reflection in students’ learning processes,
the study can only give a sketch for a larger research program that still has to be carried out. The list of
reflective concepts identified in this study serves as a proposal that still is in need of consolidation. The work
of this study mainly functions as an existence proof of reflection on a micro level, still tied to the specific
teaching-learning arrangement; further research is needed to clarify the reflective concepts and to chart the
yet unknown territory of students’ individual situative reflective concepts. This is an empirical task that necessitates insights into suitable design principles for designing teaching-learning arrangements that elicit and
support students’ reflective activities. This work was pursued by the PhD-study of the first author (Büscher,
2018).
Overall, this study calls for mathematics education research to give increased attention to the reflective
requirements of mathematical literacy, not just as a normative demand, but as a genuine learning content in
need of specification and empirical research. Reflection is an integral part of mathematical literacy, but
without strong empirical research, risks to be drowned out by growing advances on the mathematizing side
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of mathematical literacy. Instead, reflection such should be placed into the heart of learning processes. Our
optimism of realizability has increased with the empirical findings that this is not a mere normative demand,
but that substantial reflections can in fact take place during learning processes – if one knows what to do and
where to look.
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